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Many of the challenges related to formally accounting for dialogue are met
by game board style semantic theories such as KOS (Ginzburg, 2012) and in
work by (Cooper, 2012; Cooper and Ginzburg, 2015; Cooper and Larsson, 2009;
Breitholtz and Cooper, 2011). Cooper (2014); Breitholtz (2014a); Cooper (prep)
introduce a notion of game into game board style semantics but they have no
notion of strategy for choice between moves in non-deterministic games. Cooper
(in a talk at the CreDog workshop in Paris) suggests that such choices could
be modelled using techniques from game theory, which could be integrated in
a dialogue semantics cast in TTR, a type theory with records (Cooper, 2005,
2012, 2013).
In this paper we explore how this approach could be applied to conversational
games modelled as strings of move types that can be employed to perform a
particular communicative project, and where roles are assigned to participants
depending on their initial engagement in the game, as described in Breitholtz
(2014b). On this account games are related not only to contextual parameters,
such as degree of formality, but also to the rules of thumb, or topoi that are
available to each of the conversational participants for underpinning reasoning
in the interaction. Which topoi these are is partly context dependent, but also
to a significant degree related to the personal experiences and inclinations of
the individuals involved in interaction.
We illustrate this with a scenario where A and B are trying to agree on what
to do in a particular situation. This could be done by means of various conversational games, and which one is chosen depends on several factors. Assume that
A tells B “We are doing P !”. In ordering B, A limits B’s choices if B wants to
accept her role in an ordering game. On the other hand, choosing this strategy
might decrease the likelihood that B will keep playing the game. If A chooses a
strategy where he leaves B the possibility of rejecting the suggestion, B is more
likely to accept the role assigned to her. If A also adds a reason for doing P , the
chances of success in actually getting B to agree increases, as long as the reason
chosen can be identified by B as drawing on a topos which B accepts and ranks
as important.
We will build on Burnett (fthc) to formulate this as a social meaning game
and show how it can be integrated into a gameboard semantics for dialogue.
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